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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, the procedure of the regional planning of Wuchang County using aerial photographs and GIS 
technique are described. By interpretating and analysing the aerial photographs. the land resources of 
Wuchang County, such as arable land, water, forest, traffic and waste land, are investigated. Based on the 
sequential photographs and auxiliary data, the dynamic change of arable land, water surface and the expan
sion of Zhifang town and Jin kou town are analysed quantitatively and qualitatively. According to the fac
tors of ecosystem, economy and environment, the suitable use of land resources are evaluated, such as the 
present situation and construction, and the suitable land for planting orange trees are analysed. The data 
base of land resources of Wuchang County has been established on micro-computer. The mathematic model of 
land. population and economy are established and the tendency of development are established. 

The results show that a great deal .of static and dynamic information can be extracted from airphotos and 
further processed by GIS and that they are very useful for the regional planning, management and decision
marking. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Land resources are the most valuable property that 
man has and relies and lives on, yet they might be 
destroyed by man's never-ending consuming. How to 
use and protect our resources rationably and rease
nably. How to planning for a region has become a 
serious problem concerning all of us, as a result 
of the continues growth of world population and 
ever increasing demanding of our resources. 

For resent years, with the development of the tech
niques in space and computer. remote sensing(R. S.) 
and geographical information systemCGIS) techniques 
have become a pioneer in geological field. R. S. 
being a powerful tool in obtaining resources data. 
can get multi-time data quickly, on a large range 
and up to data whereas G.I.S. technology as an supp
lement, supply it with an advantageous method to 
analyse and deal with overlapping data of different 
kinds. In addition to the expert knowledge in geo
graphy, environment, planning and so on, the cong
lomeration of these techniques in multi--Sciences 
has formatted new merging field in science and 
technique and has showed a very promising perspec
tive in our application to resource survey, develo
pment and region planning. 

This paper describes the substances, method, tech
niques and examples of using R.S. and GIS to do 
regional development planning of Wuchang county. 

LAND RESOURCES INVESTIGATION AND EVALUATION 
FOR REGION PLANNING 

Wuchang County is situated in the Southern outskirts 
of Wuhan city. The area of the Wuchang County totals 
2.100km or 25per Cent of the total land area of 
Wuhan city. In the past years, the area has experi
enced an exponential growth in its population and 
economy. The planning agencies of the area need de
tail information about resources and new technology 
in regional developing planning. 

The data about quantity, quality and distribution of 
land resources are the important parameters for wor
king out regional planning and formation of strate-
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gic plans and policies. In order to meet the needs, 
we have investigated and analysed land resources of 
Wuchang County using color infrared airphotos at the 
Scale of 1:48,000 in 1988 and black-white airphotos 
at the Scale of 1:50,000 in 1956 and 1970, Such as 
cultivated land, the present use of water surface, 
land used for traffic. forests, waste land and so 
on. We have also detected the changes of cultivated 
land, water surface area and the historical process 
of expansion of Zhi Fang town and Jin Kow town in 
the area with the data of sequential airphotos com
bining other auxiliary data. The results of investi
gation make clear that the area of cultivated land 
was decreased form 1,627,342 mu in 1956 to 1,368,964 
mu in 1988, but a great deal amount of population of 
Wuchang County has increased in the same time. so 
the area of cultivated land per capitation of Wu
chang County decreased from 5.5 mu in 1956 to 2.7 mu 
in 1988. Also the area of water surface in Wuchang 
County was decreased from 817,400 mu in 1956 to 
610,623 mu in 1988 and forest cover is only 25% so 
the agricultural ecological environment become bad 
more and more. According to this situation we have 
studied the models of the relation between land, 
population and economic and the Model about best 
structure of land use and suggest them how to pro
tect land resource and control the growth of popula
tion in Wuchang County in future. 

The long-term availability of agricultural land sui
table for growing grain and oranges in Wuchang Cou
nty has been studied to assist in planning for the 
future stability of economics in a rapidly develo
ping area. The study has provided the suitable con-
ditions of growing oranges. They are seven factors 
including temperature, soil, sunlight, elevation, 
weather condition in Wuchang County and slope. This 
study has shown that suitable land are currently 
available for growing oranges but suitable land for 
grain growing area must be protected. 

MODELLING ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES WITH GIS 

GIS, which handles spatial distributed data, supp
lies region planning with comprehensive analytical 
method. It not only succeeds in dealing with various 
spatial data by using computer, but also expends and 



deepens various advanced mathematical method by GIS. 
So we can improve the work of region planning from 
'information, technology and method, and cause region 
planning towards systematization. modelling and in
tellectualization. 

Doing region planning with GIS. one of the keys is 
to form revealed mathematical models according to 
the regularity, stochastic process, indetermination 
and fuzzy of the studied object. The models should 
include analysis, forecasting, Comprehensive deci
sion etc. The major models in this paper are as fo
llows: 
I. Evaluation Model (Land Suitability. Land produc
tivity and orange suitability evaluation) 
This is an improved method of common index sum and 
fuzzy comprehensive evaluation. 

here: 
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a--parameter Cj--criterion Value 
Uij--surveyed value Cmin, Cma, Cmax--threshold 
(i=1.2 .•. ,n. j=1.2, ...• m) 
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According to above. We can get bj directly from ori
ginal data vij. It's a.development of expert making 
method. 
(3) "0" denotes five operatol·s--M(!\)\/)i~I(.!v),M(/\JtfJ) 

11(.,$) an,! ~~<., +). 

(4) Y= Y1.Y2, .•.• Yn **t denotes the decision results 

II. Analysis and Forecasting Models 
Using weighted regressive and relative analysis, 
relationship models among economics. land and popu
lation of agriculture in Wuchang County is formed 
and the future condition before 2000 was foreseen. 
Relationship between agricultural population and 
time t: 

\( 0;:2.18115 -1 O. nr.1~jHn t-- O. 91 3SH 

(F=1562, S=0.0463, R=0.9964, cv=0.0122) 
Relationship between agricultural land and time t: 
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(F+141095, S=0.1162, R=0.9621. CV=0.0136) 
Relationship among agricultural output value Y(t), 
Xl(t) and X2(t): 
y( 1)::::0. H18(\65x lWJ-O.1I15243x 1tr'~X,( (HIUI:115X Ul" A?(t) 

+ 5. 6h.14IlX~( t)- S. 3476IX,( t)X2( t)- Z. O~395X~( I) 
(F=1203.1861, S=0.8232, R=0.9968, CV=0.0498) 

here: 
Y(t)--agricultural output value (10000000 yuan) 
X1(t)--agricultural land area (100000 mu) 
X2(t)--agricultural population (100000 person) 
t--time(year) (t=1.2.3 •... ) 

III.·lhe model about Best Structure of landuse 
Within agricultural land region by using Linear Pro
gram method. the best land use structural model in 
Wuchang County was set up, which accords to follow
ing rules: 
a) The rule which combines the ecology benefit, eco
nomic benefit and social benefit; 
b) Land suitability; 
c) Agricultural land first; 
d) The rule that land distributed according to ele
vation objective function: 

maxz=-21.003X11-42.978X12-45.434X13+129.30X14 
+31.409X15+35.811X21-9.627X22-27.699X23 
+291. 70X24-21.143X25 -39 .973X31-9 .627X32 
-27.699X33+778.90X34-34.20X35 

s.t. 
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i-t 

z--agriculture output value which deducts labour 
force income (10 thousand yuan) 

Xij--planting j area under height 
i;(10 thousand mu) 

Through the best allocation, the value of output 
could increase 7572.71*10000 yuan. 
Bas~d on GIS, all these models were succeed in com
pleting region planning in Wuchand County. 
Land Resources Data Base System (LRDBS) 
LRDBS is a system which the land resource data and 
related parameters are stored in and some analysis 



functions are available. It's composed of micro
computer IBM-PC. data input and output. devices, 
process and analysis software, User can input data, 
update data. retrieve data, check the system, reco
ver, statistics and analyses easily with the system. 
The structure programming technique is used in the. 
system design to facilitate the function expanding 
and program testing. Fig. I shows its configuration. 
The functions of the system as below. 
• Create data base: create files and input data: 
• Retrieve: query selected file according to the 
give condition to get the .neededinformation; 
• Append: input new data to the selected file: 
• Delete: delete the records which satisfy the given 
condition from selected file: 
• Change: change the records which satisfy the given 
condition in selected file; 

• COpy: make the reserve disk; 
· Recover: recover the system to currently right 
status by using the reserve disk when the system is 
destroyed; 
• Check: Verify whether the system is correct: 
· Analyse: foresee and analyses models 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This achievement has been applied to ,the regional 
development planning of Wuchang County. It widens 
the fields of the employment of RS and GIS and make 
true the dream of application of advanced technique 
to region planning. 
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FIG. 1 The system confi9uration 
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